Infrastructure works for Hai1+Hai2, & Edge, Backbone and the Reservoir

LOCATION: Rawabi City- Ramallah
OWNER: Rawabi
FINANCE: Bayti / Rawabi
CLIENT: Bayti / Rawabi
VALUE: 5,787,691 $
STARTING ON: 2012
ENDING ON: 8/2014
DURATION: 24- MONTHS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
1. Construction of the Infrastructure facilities of Rawabi city; Backbone, Wet utilities, and Reservoirs. a. Phase I: Including Water system, and pumping layouts, Wastewater pipelines, irrigation system, and drainage system. Works including construction of Concrete tank; 5000m3 each, construction of steel pipes, concrete pipes, and UPVC pipes for diameter up to DN500mm. b. Phase II: Works include the construction of treated water pumping station, drinking water pumping station, including PLC control, switch gears, and electrical panels.